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Customs and 
seCurity

As goods make their journey from port to port, a lot can 
happen. Some sources estimate that as much as 20 per cent of 
cargo is damaged in some way, from a packaging dent to total 
loss. The global financial impact of this loss is estimated at more 
than $50 billion annually. Threats to the integrity of the cargo 
range from carelessness in loading or unloading; to high winds 
and rough seas; to piracy, theft and fire; to natural disasters. 

Currently, many ports rely on either low-tech or multi-
tool solutions for documenting cargo damage. For example, 
documenting a dented container might be accomplished by 
drawing an approximation of the damage on a paper form with 
a printed diagram. Or, a photo of the damage might be taken and 
catalogued in a digital file. While these solutions may be adequate, 
they often involve disparate filing systems and multiple steps. New 
technology offers a better approach. 

Multitasking solution 
To improve documentation and cataloguing, many ports are 
turning to the new Kinysis by DAP Technologies. It combines 
a rugged, handheld tablet computer with a 3-megapixel colour 
camera with auto-focus and video, 1D/2D barcode reader, 
optical character recognition (OCR) and radio frequency 
identification (RFID) capability, GPS, Wi-Fi and WLAN. 

With this single, lightweight computer, an operator can 
scan, track and locate containers; document cargo damage; 
and wirelessly transmit data to main databases in real time. 
Computer hardware that multitasks earns back its value much 
quicker than single-purpose components, helping ports achieve 
maximum return on their investment. 

DAP’s Kinysis also allows exporters to take a proactive 
approach to risk management by photographing high-value 
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Built to last 

daP technologies’ computers are rugged, and the Kinysis (8900Ks 
and 8900Vs) are the toughest tablet computers available today.  
they can withstand harsh weather, extreme temperatures and 
accidental drops. the screen is viewable in all weather and lighting 
conditions, and each features a rugged, lightweight and ergonomic 
design that reduces user fatigue. 

Temperature

•  operating: -20˚C to +50˚C (-4˚F to +122˚F)

•  storage: -40°C to +60°C (-40˚F to +140˚F) 

Free-Fall drop resistance

•  exceeds ieC 68-2-32 method i 
(multiple 1 metre drops onto concrete)

•  meets miL-std-810F method 516.5 procedure iV 
(multiple 1.3 metre drops onto plywood)

Rugged testing methods

•  immersion: sealed to iP67 
(1 metre immersion)

•  rain: miL-std-810F methods 512.4 procedure i and 506.4 
procedure i  
(wind-blown rain)

•  Humidity: 95%, non-condensing

•  Vibration: miL-std-810F method 514.5 procedure i, category 20 
(terrestrial vehicle)

•  electrostatic discharge: meets en 61000-4-2

Whether being used in a container yard, or on various cranes and container-moving equipment, daP’s new Kinysis fully-rugged tablet is the computer that many ports 
are choosing to keep their teams productive and efficient.
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cargo before shipping – to demonstrate proper packaging, 
quantities, and cargo condition of cargo prior to shipment. This 
extra layer of evidence could validate precautions against a claim 
of loss or damage outside the control of the carrier.

Rugged factor 
There is no question that ports are challenging environments. 
Unpredictable and extreme weather combined with the high 
volume of container traffic demand the use of rugged electronics. 
It is important to select fully rugged computers that can tolerate 
drops, rain, temperature variations, and humidity so that the 
integrity of port data is ensured.  

In addition to meeting MIL-STD-810F (military standard) for 
environmental engineering considerations – including free-fall 
drop resistance, immersion, rain, humidity and vibration – DAP’s  
Kinysis is sealed to IP67 (environmental protection standard), 
withstanding immersion in up to 1 metre of water. Yet it 
emerges with full functionality, and even floats, making retrieval 
easy.  Data ports are environmentally sealed by design, with 
no plastic caps or covers. The Kinysis operates at full capacity, 
even in temperature extremes ranging from -20° C to +50° C  
(-4° F to +122° F).

DAP’s Kinysis tablet runs on a Microsoft® Windows® 
Embedded Standard (XP) operating system with a high-speed 
solid-state drive up to 32 GB.

Usability 
Having one system that that can read a container’s barcode, 
provide its GPS location, and photograph damage allows an 
operator to quickly process containers and efficiently document 
conditions. To ensure that kind of usability, the system must be 
portable and inherently easy to use. 

At 1,416 g (3.12 lbs), DAP’s Kinysis weighs about half as much 
as many laptops and is ergonomically designed to reduce operator 
fatigue. Vehicle docking cradles that meet exacting European 
safety standards are also available. The anti-glare passive touch 
screen with optional tactile QWERTY keyboard is scratch- and 
shock-resistant, and can be operated by either stylus or finger. 
DAP also has a partner network that provides a range of port-
based software solutions.

With new multitasking computing solutions available to 
help ports manage risk, increase efficiencies and maximise 
technological investments, now is the perfect time to evaluate 
current systems and plan for upgrades. 

DAP Technologies is the leading provider of fully rugged, mobile computer 

solutions for tough environments. Products ranging from lightweight handhelds 

to tablet computers are customisable for application-specific needs. DAP serves 

numerous industries, including port operations, identity validation and access 

control. DAP is based in Quebec City, Canada, with offices in the UK and U.S.
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